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Draconian NY Police State Assembly Bill: Indefinite
Detainment of “Disease Carriers”

By Stephen Lendman
Global Research, January 05, 2021
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Civil Rights

Draconian  NY  State  Assembly  Bill  A416  calls  for  indefinitely  detainment  of  residents
considered  to  be  “disease  carriers  (sic).”  

It’s aimed at seasonal flu/influenza, diabolically disguised as covid.

It’s all-about wanting to eliminate fundamental freedoms on the phony pretext of protecting
them.

If the bill becomes law and is adopted in similar form by increasing numbers of other states
— perhaps by congressional legislation as well, imagine what’s possible ahead.

According  to  CDC  data,  “(d)uring  the  (US)  2019-2020  influenza  season”  —  from  late  fall
through early spring — the agency estimated that influenza “was associated with 38 million
illnesses, 18 million medical visits, 405,000 hospitalizations, and 22,000 deaths.”

Similar  numbers  happen annually  around six  months  of  the  year  during  cold  weather
months.

If the above legislation becomes law in many, most, or all US states, anyone becoming ill
from what happens to tens of millions of Americans annually could be virtually criminalized
and isolated from society for an indefinite period of time.

The above is the stuff that draconian police state rule is made of.

It may be coming to a neighborhood near you, including your own.

This is what New York’s undemocratic Dem Governor Andrew Cuomo may sign into law for
state residents.

It would likely apply to visitors as well who become ill  from influenza while in the state for
business, pleasure, or other reasons.

The above is one example among many others to show how US police state rule may work
once hardened to its full potential.

It’s coming without mass resistance before it’s too late.

NY  legislative  language  calls  for  “the  removal  of  cases,  contacts  and  carriers  of
communicable diseases that are potentially dangerous to the public health (sic).”
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Large scale seasonal flu/influenza outbreaks occur annually with no fear-mongering created
mass hysteria, no lockdowns, quarantines, social distancing or mask-wearing.

Before this year, there was no threat of virtual mass incarceration for getting sick from an
illness that does not risk the health and well-being of many others.

Why is this year different from earlier ones?

It’s all-about a long ago planned diabolical plot by US dark forces now called The Great
Reset.

What’s deceptively called a “unique window of opportunity” for world leaders to reshape
“global relations…national  economies,  the priorities of  societies,  the nature of business
models, and the management of a global commons” is code language for planned dystopian
rule to replace free societies.

It’s  all-about  exploiting  most  people  worldwide  so  privileged  ones  can  benefit  more  than
already.

It’s about controlling all aspect of our lives, including what we eat, where we’re allowed to
go and work,  along with  instituting  mass  surveillance,  abolishing free  expression,  and
banning dissent.

It’s for making what’s intolerable the law of the land, resisters for restoration of fundamental
freedoms perhaps locked up in gulag hell forever.

The  NY  measure  authorizes  the  governor  to  indefinitely  detain  “in  internment  camps”
anyone  falling  ill  from  what’s  diagnosed  as  seasonal  flu/influenza,  or  covid  (aka  flu  by
another  name).

He can order internment based on PCR tests that nearly always produce false positive
results so they’re worthless.

Perhaps he can target anyone in the state considered undesirable by claiming they’re ill
from flu even when not scientifically so.

Is  the  US  incrementally  becoming  Nazified  in  plain  sight  with  no  one  paying  attention  to
what’s going on?

Last year by executive order, Cuomo mandated detainment of thousands of state residents
in nursing homes for becoming ill from flu called covid — also based on worthless PCR tests.

If Bill A416 is replicated nationwide in the US, everyone called ill from covid (flu by another
name) will be at risk of indefinite detainment for the crime of illness authorities consider a
threat to public health — even when not true.

Perhaps that’s where things are heading in the new year — the rule of law at risk of
abandonment to the whims of Great Reset draconian rule.

Based on what’s going on, it bears repeating what I’ve stressed time and again.

We have a choice. Resist what’s unacceptable while there’s time or risk loss of fundamental
freedoms altogether — totalitarian harshness becoming the law of the land.
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It comes down to living free or being subjugated by a draconian higher power — freedom as
once known and hope lost forever.

That’s the disturbing state of things in the US and other Western societies.

They’ve always been fantasy democracies, never the real thing.

They’re heading toward becoming full-blown totalitarian police states.

Tinkering around the edges for positive change won’t work. It never does, notably not now.

The only viable option is mass resistance before freedoms and hope are lost.

The unacceptable alternative is serfdom amounting to modern-day enslavement.

VISIT  MY  WEBSITE:  stephenlendman.org  (Home  –  Stephen  Lendman).  Contact  at
lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

My two Wall Street books are timely reading:

“How Wall Street Fleeces America: Privatized Banking, Government Collusion, and
Class War”

https://www.claritypress.com/product/how-wall-street-fleeces-america/

 

“Banker Occupation: Waging Financial War on Humanity”

https://www.claritypress.com/product/banker-occupation-waging-financial-war-on-humanity/
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edge discussions with distinguished guests on the
Progressive Radio News Hour on the Progressive Radio
Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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